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a b s t r a c t 

The Astrophysical Multimessenger Observatory Network (AMON) has been built with the purpose of en- 

abling near real-time coincidence searches using data from leading multimessenger observatories and 

astronomical facilities. Its mission is to evoke discovery of multimessenger astrophysical sources, exploit 

these sources for purposes of astrophysics and fundamental physics, and explore multimessenger datasets 

for evidence of multimessenger source population AMON aims to promote the advancement of multimes- 

senger astrophysics by allowing its participants to study the most energetic phenomena in the universe 

and to help answer some of the outstanding enigmas in astrophysics, fundamental physics, and cosmol- 

ogy. The main strength of AMON is its ability to combine and analyze sub-threshold data from different 

facilities. Such data cannot generally be used stand-alone to identify astrophysical sources. The analyses 

algorithms used by AMON can identify statistically significant coincidence candidates of multimessenger 

events, leading to the distribution of AMON alerts used by partner observatories for real-time follow- 

up that may identify and, potentially, confirm the reality of the multimessenger association. We present 

the science motivation, partner observatories, implementation and summary of the current status of the 

AMON project. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The development and improvement of novel detection meth-

ods for the messengers of the four fundamental forces of nature

is driving the era of multimessenger astrophysics. Each messenger

—neutrino ( ν), cosmic ray (CR), photon ( γ ) and gravitational wave

(GW)— provides distinct and valuable information of the most vio-

lent phenomena in the universe. Combining the information from

the different messengers will enable us to answer fundamental

questions in high-energy astrophysics. 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: hgayala@psu.edu (H.A. Ayala Solares). 
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The first detection of neutrinos, cosmic rays and multiwave-

ength electromagnetic (EM) radiation were made in the 20 th 

entury. Multimessenger observations started with the observation

f solar neutrinos and, in 1987, with the observation of coincident

eutrinos and photons from supernova SN1987A [1] . This joint

bservation led to an understanding of how stars evolve in their

ast moments, giving insight into physical models of core-collapse

upernovae and the formation of neutron stars. Other examples

f follow-up observations accomplished at the intersection of

eutrinos and EM radiation are the multiwavelength campaign

o search for counterparts of an IceCube multiplet [2] or Swift

earches for transient sources of high-energy neutrinos [3] . In

ne of these campaigns, the high-energy IceCube neutrino event

ceCube-170922A correlated with a gamma-ray flaring episode

etected by the Fermi -LAT and MAGIC observatories of the blazar

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2019.06.007
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/astropartphys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.astropartphys.2019.06.007&domain=pdf
mailto:hgayala@psu.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2019.06.007
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XS 0506+056, with a significance of association > 3 σ [4] . This

rompted an archival search for high-energy neutrinos prior to

017 finding that TXS 0506+056 is, at 3.5 σ significance, a possible

ource of neutrinos [5] . The joint work between the neutrino and

M observatories [e.g., 6 ] shows the power of a multimessenger

pproach in astrophysics and highlights some of the advantages of

he Astrophysical Multimessenger Observatory Network (AMON). 

In 2015, the first detection of a GW by the Laser Interferometer

ravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) of a coalescence from the

oalescence of a compact binary black hole system marked the be-

inning of GW astronomy [7] . Two years later, the detection of the

rst GW detection of a binary neutron star merger heralded the era

f multimessenger astrophysics since this event was the first to be

bserved in both GW and EM channels [8] . It provided dramatic in-

ight into how mergers of compact objects produce short gamma-

ay bursts as well as associated afterglow and kilonova emission. 

The majority of current joint analyses, mostly follow-ups, focus

n events that strongly exceeded the detection thresholds of each

f the observatories, leaving out potential signal events, or “sub-

hreshold” events, that are difficult to distinguish from background

rocesses (See for example [2,3] or follow-up observations that ap-

ear in the Astronomer’s Telegram 
1 ). 

Combining sub-threshold events from different observatories

hrough coincidence analyses can enhance the signal-to-noise ra-

io and lead to the discovery of new multimessenger sources. As a

ase in point, the high energy neutrino IceCube-170922A detected

y IceCube had a 50% probability of being astrophysical in isola-

ion, but when observed in coincidence with a flaring gamma-ray

ignal observed by Fermi from the same direction and time, be-

ame consistent at more than 3 σ with having been emitted by the

lazar TXS 0506+056. 

AMON is a virtual observatory primary designed to receive and

ntegrate sub-threshold events from several observatories. As dis-

ussed in [9,10] , AMON has three main goals: 

• Perform coincidence searches of sub-threshold events of differ-

ent observatories in real-time, and distribute prompt alerts to

follow-up observatories. 

• Receive events and broadcast them, through the Gamma-

Ray Coordinates Network/Transient Astronomy Network 

(GCN/TAN) 2 [11] , to the astronomical community for follow-up.

• Store events into its database to perform archival coincidence

searches. 

AMON is a network 3 that can be expanded for new triggering

nd follow-up facilities through a memorandum of understanding

MoU) 4 . 

In this paper, we present the features of AMON, as well as the

ngoing status of the project. In Section 2 we present the scien-

ific justification for the project. Section 3 we describe the AMON

ramework, infrastructure and software. We define the different

MON multimessenger channels for follow-up in Section 4 , as well

s a tested procedure that can be followed to do coincidence anal-

ses. We present current results in Section 5 and we conclude in

ection 6 . 

. Science cases 

AMON provides a framework to search for astrophysical multi-

essenger sources where physical processes occur under the most
1 http://www.astronomerstelegram.org/ . 
2 https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov 
3 Any collaboration, group or scientist interested in joining AMON, are encour- 

ged to contact the authors for more information. 
4 http://www.amon.psu.edu/join-amon/ . 
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xtreme conditions. We will review some of the most compelling

cience cases. 

Cosmic particle accelerators : AMON seek to identify the sources

nd accelerators of highly-energetic cosmic rays, one of the main

pen questions in the science of high-energy astrophysics [12] .

ince the directions of neutrinos and gamma-rays are not changed

y magnetic fields when traveling through the universe, observa-

ions of these messengers can shed light on the sources and the

cceleration processes responsible for the production of cosmic

ays. The IceCube observatory was able to detect an astrophysical

ux of neutrinos at the level of ∼3 × 10 −8 GeV cm 
−2 s −1 sr −1 

13–16] . The neutrino flux in the 10–100 TeV range may be even

igher [17,18] , which suggests that high-energy neutrinos are

roduced in dense environments and they have an important

ontribution to the energy budget of non-thermal particles [19] .

o individual sources of high-energy neutrinos has been estab-

ished, although the blazar TXS 0506+056 is a candidate with a

 3 σ evidence. With the advent of the new generation of neutrino

etectors, including IceCube-Gen2 and KM3Net, it will be more

ikely to find more sources, including the bulk origin of the diffuse

eutrino flux, especially with the combination of EM observations

n X-rays and gamma-rays [20] . In addition, coincidence analyses

etween gamma-ray and neutrino channels are critical for the

earch of the sources of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHE-

Rs) [21] . Such searches can test the unification of production

echanisms of neutrinos, gamma rays and UHECRs [20,22] . 

Ultra-high-energy cosmic ray accelerators : UHECR detectors such

s the Pierre Auger Observatory have sensitivity to charged cosmic

ays, photons and neutrons with energy exceeding ∼10 18 eV. UHE-

Rs themselves are charged particles, which are subject to a time

elay of � 100 − 10 5 years with respect to the time of neutral parti-

les arriving at us, assuming the charged and neutral particles are

roduced at the same time. However, ultra-high-energy neutrons

rom Galactic sources [23] , and ultra-high-energy gamma rays from

earby extragalactic sources (within ∼10 Mpc) may reach the

arth in temporal coincidence with lower-energy EM counterparts,

nabling us to identify the UHECR accelerators [24–26] . 

Gravitational wave sources : The detections of binary black hole

BBH) and binary neutron star (BNS) mergers agree with the pre-

ictions of general relativity [7,8] . The mergers of binary systems

re extremely violent events whose main signatures are multi-

avelength EM radiation and GWs, as demonstrated by the obser-

ations of GW170817 [8] . Depending on the characteristics of the

ystem, binary neutron star mergers lead to a plethora of post-

erger scenarios and counterparts, e.g., short gamma-ray-bursts

SGRBs) or kilonovae, as outlined in [27] . High-energy neutrino

roduction from SGRB jets has been predicted [28,29] . Mergers

re expected to be not only strong GW emitters [7] but also po-

ential sources of cosmic rays, neutrinos, and gamma rays, pro-

ided that an accretion disk is present [30–32] . In addition, var-

ous transients, including supernovae and gamma-ray bursts are

lso promising GW emitters. Searching for neutrino counterparts

f GW events can be useful especially for GW sources, in which

emplate or matched-filter analyses are unavailable [for a review

ee 33 ]. 

Supernovae : As demonstrated in the observation of SN1987A [1] ,

ore-collapse supernovae (SN) are one of the main candidates for

ultimessenger transient events. Supernova neutrinos can be de-

ected by current neutrino detectors such as Super-Kamiokande,

nd SN-induced gravitational waves can be perhaps detected by

IGO, Virgo and KAGRA. Shock breakout emission can be detected

rom SNe as demonstrated by Swift and other telescopes [34–36] .

ecent observations have shown that that dense circumstellar ma-

erial is common around the SN progenitor. Thus detection of both

eV and TeV-PeV neutrinos is very promising. MeV neutrinos from

earby supernovae can be detected by various experiments, includ-

http://www.astronomerstelegram.org/
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov
http://www.amon.psu.edu/join-amon/
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Fig. 1. The AMON network. Sub-threshold events from different observatories are 

sent to AMON. Pass-through events and interesting coincident events are sent to 

GCN for follow-up observations. Interesting follow-up are sent back to AMON (Note 

that GCN handles many other alert streams independent of AMON). 
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ing IceCube for an event within D ≤50 kpc [37] . For Galactic SNe,

IceCube can detect 100–1000 or even more high-energy neutrinos,

so these objects are effectively multi-ener gy neutrino sources [38] .

Furthermore, rare types of SNe may be promising TeV-PeV neu-

trino emitters. An interesting scenario where only neutrino and

GW emissions are possible happens when the SN experiences a

choked jet, in which little high-luminosity gamma-ray emission is

produced [39,40] . Recent studies have revealed that low-luminosity

and ultra-long GRBs are more important as the sources of high-

energy neutrinos [41,42] , in which X-ray counterparts and optical

follow-up observations are more critical. Super-luminous SNe are

often explained by activities of the central engine such as a magne-

tar. Ions may be accelerated in the magnetar wind, in which neu-

trinos are naturally produced inside the dense SN ejecta [43,44] .

Fast rotating pulsars are also thought to be interesting objects for

GW observations [e.g. [45–47] ]. 

Long gamma-ray bursts (LGRBs) : Long gamma-ray bursts are the

most luminous explosive phenomena in the universe and thought

to be among the most promising sources of UHECRs [48–50] , high-

energy neutrinos [51] and GWs [e.g. [52–55] ]. However, a coinci-

dent signal has not yet been found, constraining the contribution

of LGRBs to the observed diffuse neutrino flux. On the other hand,

GeV-TeV neutrino emission is much less constrained and expected

to be detectable with IceCube’s DeepCore sub-array [56,57] . At

much higher EeV-scale energies, afterglow neutrinos are promis-

ing detection candidates for ultra-high-energy neutrino detec-

tors [58,59] . As discussed above, choked jets and low-luminosity

GRBs could make a significant contribution to the IceCube flux, and

they are interesting targets for neutrino-triggered follow-up obser-

vations [41] . 

Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) : These extragalactic objects are

galaxies with supermassive black holes in their center which are

capable of converting gravitational potential energy and/or rota-

tional energy of the black hole into powerful jets. In the jets,

particle acceleration is expected, which means that cosmic rays,

gamma rays and neutrinos are produced. When the jet of the

AGN points towards Earth, the AGN is denoted a “blazar.” A type

of blazar called flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) with promi-

nent external radiation fields are believed to be among the most

promising steady sources of PeV-EeV neutrinos [see 60 , and refer-

ences therein]. Blazar flares are also believed to be promising tran-

sient neutrino emitters [e.g., 61 ], and coincident events have been

reported [4,62] . The power of the multi-messenger observations

was successfully demonstrated for the event IceCube-170922A, in

which UV, X-ray, and gamma-ray data obtained by follow-up ob-

servations (including Swift and NuSTAR) were all critical [6] . This

event was transmitted to the community through the AMON net-

work. Further follow-up or monitoring searches are required to test

the physical picture of the blazar TXS 0506+056 [e.g., [63–65] ].

AGNs without jets can also be promising sources of high-energy

neutrinos [e.g. 66 ]. Also, the production of secondary particles was

predicted for AGNs embedded in galaxy clusters and groups, con-

sistent with the current multi-messenger data [22] . 

Other cases: There are other types of phenomena that can

produce multimessenger observations. For example, the disruption

of a star by a supermassive black hole, called a tidal disruption

event (TDE), can emit neutrinos. UHECRs may be accelerated

by TDEs [67–70] , and high-energy neutrinos may also be pro-

duced [71–74] . GWs can also be emitted especially if the disrupted

star is a white dwarf [75,76] . Other example are soft gamma-

ray repeaters (SGRs), which emit large bursts of low energy

gamma-rays and hard X-rays at short irregular intervals. They are

thought to be isolated neutron stars with very powerful magnetic

fields, known as magnetars. Abrupt changes in the magnetic

field of the magnetar can accelerate protons or heavy nuclei

and produce charged or neutral pions, producing gamma rays or
eutrinos [77,78] . SGRs are also potential sources of GWs [79] . Fast

adio bursts (FRBs) are short radio transients with millisecond du-

ations. The most popular scenarios assume that their progenitors

re young neutron stars including magnetars. Magnetic dissipa-

ion activity in the nebula may be associated with high-energy

amma-ray flares [80–82] . GW emission is not guaranteed, but can

e promising if the FRB progenitors are BNS mergers. As a final

ase, AMON will also be able to conduct searches for non-standard

hysics and new exotic phenomena. For example, primordial black

oles (PBHs) are expected to produce a burst of neutrinos, gamma

ays, neutrons and protons as they gradually evaporate and then

xplode in the last seconds of their lives. Sensitivities for PBHs

ith AMON were presented in [83] . 

. The AMON framework 

.1. Network 

The Astrophysical Multimessenger Observatory Network inter-

onnects astrophysical observatories. It accepts, stores and analyzes

ultimessenger data (sub- and above threshold events), and dis-

ributes electronic alerts for follow-up observations. 

The data shared through the network remains the property of

he originating collaborations, and all decisions about data analy-

es and alert distribution are made by the participating collabo-

ations. For analyses using solely public events, coincidence alerts

re made publicly available immediately. Any compelling follow-

p alerts, such as observations of new sources or flare events, are

ent back to AMON for alert revision and are placed in the AMON

rchive. The network flow chart is shown in Fig. 1 . For more infor-

ation about data sharing polices see the AMON MoU 
4 . 

The AMON network incorporates triggering observatories and

ollow-up observatories. 

• Triggering observatories are sensitive to one or more messenger

particles and typically offer extensive monitoring capabilities

due to their large fields of view and high duty cycles. Exam-

ples include the IceCube experiment [84] , the HAWC observa-

tory [85] , the Fermi -LAT [86] and Swift -BAT satellite telescopes,

and the LIGO [87] and VIRGO [88] observatories. 

• Follow-up facilities respond in real-time to AMON alerts and

perform observations of the possible multimessenger signal.
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Table 1 

Type of sources and the messengers that can be observed. 

Event Class Expected Messenger Type 

GRBs gamma rays, neutrinos, GW, x-rays, IR/O/UV, radio 

SN neutrinos, neutrons, x-rays, IR/O/UV 

Choked SN neutrinos, GW, x-rays, IR/O/UV, Radio 

AGNs (Blazars,FSRQs) gamma rays, neutrinos, x-rays, IR/O/UV, radio 

PBHs gamma rays, neutrinos, neutrons 

Other (FRBs, TDEs, SGRs) gamma rays, neutrinos, CRs, GWs, x-rays, IR/O/UV, radio 

Table 2 

Triggering and follow-up partner observatories in the AMON Network. ∗Ongoing MoU ne- 

gotiations.. 

Observatory Messenger Types Role MoU 

ANTARES [92] neutrinos triggering � 

FACT [93] gamma rays triggering/follow-up � 

Fermi -LAT [86] gamma rays triggering (public) 

Fermi -GBM [94] gamma rays triggering (public) 

HAWC [85] gamma rays triggering � 

IceCube [84] neutrinos triggering � 

MASTER [90] optical photons follow-up � 

Auger [95] cosmic rays, gamma rays triggering � 

Swift -BAT [91] X rays triggering (public) 

Swift -XRT [91] X rays follow-up (public) 

Swift -UVOT [91] UV/optical photons follow-up (public) 

VERITAS [89] gamma rays triggering/follow-up � 

H.E.S.S. [96] gamma rays follow-up � 

MAGIC [97] gamma rays follow-up � 

LMT [98] radio follow-up � 

LCOGT [99] optical follow-up � 

LIGO [87] -Virgo [88] ∗ gravitational waves triggering 

ZTF [100] optical triggering/follow-up 
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They include narrow field of view pointed telescopes and tele-

scope networks situated on Earth, such as VERITAS [89] and

MASTER [90] , as well as satellite telescopes like Swift

XRT/UVOT [91] . There might be cases that a follow-up observa-

tory triggers on a relevant event based on, for example, a light

curve of a monitored source. These events can also be sent and

analyzed through AMON. 

Partner observatories which have signed the MoU or are con-

idered strong prospects for signing are listed in Table 2 . 

.2. Hardware 

AMON consists of two high-duty cycle servers, with an up-time

f 99.9% percent, corresponding to roughly ten hours of downtime

er year. The servers are hosted by the Institute for CyberScience

ICS) at the Pennsylvania State University. The machines are two

ELL Model PowerEdge R630 with memory mirroring. These ma-

hines are physically and cyber-secure with built-in hardware and

ower redundancies for high reliability. 

The servers act in concert to manage the real-time system, stor-

ng events in the AMON database (see Section 3.3 ) and comput-

ng the coincidence algorithms. AMON sends the statistically sig-

ificant alerts to the Gamma-Ray Coordinates Network/Transient

stronomy Network (GCN/TAN) 5 by broadcasting the alerts to it.

MON also uses a third development machine, a virtual machine

ocated in the Advanced CyberInfrastructure (ACI) system of ICS.

his machine is used for the development of code and tests of

nalyses. 
5 https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/ . 
.3. AMON Database 

The AMON system is designed to hold a terabyte-scale database

sing the MySQL 6 as the database management system. The

atabase stores the following information (with database variable

ames shown in italics): 

a) events received in real-time from the AMON member observa-

tories as well as their archival data: 

• event : object that holds main information of the event such

as position, time, false alarm rate, etc.; 

• parameter : object that holds extra information given by the

observatories (e.g. signalness, energy); 

• skymap : object that can hold url of sky maps of the events. 

b) AMON alerts: 

• alert : object that holds the information of a coincidence

event that is sent to GCN; 

• skymap : similar as the previous bullet point. 

c) observatory configurations: eventStreamConfig : detector 

specifics for a given incoming stream; 

d) cuts used in alert search algorithms: alertConfig 

e) multiple analysis stream configurations: 

• analysis : outputs of the analysis needed to rank the alerts; 
• eventModel : contextual information for each event con-

tributing to the alert; 

• source : type of the astrophysical source; 
• sourceModel : information of the astrophysical source spec-

trum for each messenger type; 

• messenger : type of messengers. 

f) follow-up : information from follow-up observations of AMON

alerts. 
6 https://dev.mysql.com/doc/ . 

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/
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A performance value that monitors the databases is the buffer

cache hit ratio, which measures how often a requested block of

data has been queried without requiring disk access. The values of

this ratio are 0.998 and 0.983 for the development and production

machine, respectively. 

Currently, the database holds IceCube public events from the

40-, 59- and 86-string configurations, the extremely high energy

(EHE) and high-energy starting event (HESE) neutrino events, pub-

lic data from Fermi -LAT and Swift -BAT, archival data from the Pierre

Auger observatory, one year of ANTARES data (from 2008) and cur-

rent real-time data, HAWC real-time data, and FACT data. 

3.4. The Software: AmonPy 

Following a standard used by many developers in the as-

trophysics community, the AMON system has been constructed

using the Python programming language (version 2.7) 7 . The

heart of the AMON software project, AmonPy 
8 , has been un-

der development since 2014. It relies on three popular Python

packages: NumPy [101] for numerical array-based calculations,

SciPy [102] for optimization, integration and interpolation algo-

rithms, and AstroPy [103] for time conversions and sky coordi-

nates. It uses PyMySQL to interact with the AMON database, and

Twisted 
9 , Celery 

10 , and RabbitMQ 
11 are used for the real-time

server application (see Section 3.4.1 ). 

The software is divided in the following main sub-projects: 

• dbase : contains the main functions that create the database,

events, alerts and configurations. It also has the functions to

read from the database and write to it. 

• analyses : contains the main algorithms used for the coinci-

dence or pass-through analyses. 

• ops : contains the definition of the real-time server app and

functions that are used for the Twisted plug-ins. 

• service : contains the main Twisted programs that run the

real-time server as well as the client functions that can be used

by the AMON members to send their events. 

• tools : contains generic functions, such as distance between

events, PSF functions, etc. that can be used in other projects. 

• data : contains data files needed for the coincidence analyses,

such as look-up tables, expected background distributions for

each detector or for a coincidence analysis, or any other in-

formation given by each observatory that can be useful for an

analysis. 

• monitoring : contains functions that help monitor the perfor-

mance of the AMON system. 

Since new observatories will join AMON, new data streams will

be created, and new monitoring tools will be implemented, the

software explicitly supports such growth. Naturally, software up-

dates on the production machine do not occur as often as on the

development machine. 

3.4.1. The real-time server 

The main application of AmonPy is the real-time server. It han-

dles incoming data, does the coincidence analyses and sends alerts

to GCN/TAN. The AMON real-time server is an asynchronous server

application based on the Twisted 
12 package, an event-driven net-

work framework developed in Python used to receive data; and the
7 http://www.python.org . 
8 https://github.com/AMONCode/Analysis ; contact the authors to get access. 
9 https://twistedmatrix.com/trac/ . 

10 http://www.celeryproject.org/ . 
11 https://www.rabbitmq.com/ . 
12 https://twistedmatrix.com/trac/ . 

i  

n

elery 
13 project, which is able to deal with asynchronous pro-

esses by creating several “workers” performing different tasks. To

ommunicate with the workers, Celery uses the message-broker

abbitMQ 
14 . 

The server accepts messages in the XML format posted through

he HTTPS protocol. The XML format is written in the VOEvent 15 

tandard [104] , developed by the International Virtual Observatory

lliance (IVOA). These messages contain the parameters of the sub-

hreshold data from the member observatories such as observation

ime, position and its uncertainty, p-value and false alarm rate of

he event; the observatories can also add any other information

hat they consider relevant (e.g., event energy). The observatories

an send their XML files to the AMON servers using a Twisted
lient application. The default parameters that exist in the VOEvent

le that are sent to AMON are listed in Table 3 . Extra parameters

re easy to incorporate as needed. 

After receiving the events, the AMON server stores them di-

ectly into its database, and then the events are sent to the cor-

esponding workers defined by Celery . The workers perform the

oincidence analysis between the different data streams. Several

orkers are configured, depending on the number of analyses

lanned and agreed upon between the partner observatories and

MON. After the analysis, any statistically significant coincidences

see Section 4 ) are sent to GCN/TAN using the Comet 16 software

ackage. Initially those alerts are sent privately between the AMON

oU members. However, if the participant observatories or collab-

rations agree, the alerts can be made public. Interesting follow-up

bservations, such as observations of flaring activity or discovery of

 new source or sources, are sent back to AMON for alert revision

nd archival storage. 

.4.2. The real-time client 

Triggering observatories can send their VOEvents with any ap-

lication using Twisted , or any other software that can pro-

ide a HTTPS Post Request with a valid certificate. Inside the

MON project, we have written our own client application using

wisted that can be used by the triggering observatories in case

hey have not built one yet. The client can be installed during the

monPy installation process, or for simplicity, the authors also of-

er an option where the only software needed is the client. 

.4.3. Overview of the AMON system with an example 

The schematic of the way AMON operates is shown in Fig. 2 .

riggering observatories (A-C in Fig. 2 ) sent their events to AMON

sing the real-time client. AMON receives them through the real-

ime server and stores the events into the database. Event param-

ters usually have the time and position information of the event,

hich gets stored in the event table. Extra parameters are saved

n the parameters table. For example, in an analysis involve Ice-

ube data, we will receive energy information which will be stored

n this table. The AMON server already knows which coincidence

or pass-through) analyses should be running through the analy-

is configuration table. When a new event has been written in the

atabase, it is passed to the specific celery worker that does the

nalysis. Celery workers have access to the database to get the nec-

ssary information for the analysis as shown in the figure. The re-

ults of the coincidence are saved in the database. If any alert is

ound that passes a specific criteria (e.g., a false alarm rate of < 1

er year), it is sent to AMON members (with D and E acting specif-

cally as follow-ups in Fig. 2 ) for follow-up, as well as the commu-

ity in general in case the alert was decided to be made public. 
13 http://www.celeryproject.org/ . 
14 https://www.rabbitmq.com/ . 
15 https://www.voevent.org . 
16 https://comet.readthedocs.io/en/stable/ . 

http://www.python.org
https://github.com/AMONCode/Analysis
https://twistedmatrix.com/trac/
http://www.celeryproject.org/
https://www.rabbitmq.com/
https://twistedmatrix.com/trac/
http://www.celeryproject.org/
https://www.rabbitmq.com/
https://www.voevent.org
https://comet.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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Table 3 

Default parameters that appear in the VOEvent file sent by the triggering observatories. 

Name Type VOEvent unified content descriptor Description 

stream int meta.number Stream number 

id int meta.number ID number 

rev int meta.number Revision number 

nevents int meta.number Number of events 

deltaT float time.duration Time window of the search 

sigmaT float time Uncertainty of the time window 

false_pos float stat.probability False positive rate 

p_value float stat.probability p-value of the event 

point_RA float os.eq.ra Pointing RA 

point_Dec float os.eq.ra Pointing Dec 

psf_type meta.code.multip Type of PSF 

Fig. 2. The AMON server. Sub-threshold events arrive at the server asynchronously. 

The server writes the events into the AMON Database and processes the coinci- 

dence algorithms. Coincidence results are saved in the database and interesting 

alerts (e.g., low false alarm rate) are sent to GCN/TAN for either public or private 

follow-up. Follow-up information is sent back to AMON to keep a record of the ob- 

servations. 
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. AMON analyses and channels 

.1. Coincidence analyses 

The general technique used for the coincidence analysis will fol-

ow a likelihood calculation where we quantify the degree of cor-

elation between different events. An example of this approach is

resented in [105] ; modifications to it are made depending on the

roperties of the data and information provided by participating

xperiments. 

A coincidence analysis will usually combine two event streams

see Section 4.2 ). From the triggering observatories, AMON receives

vents that, at minimum, contains the reconstructed position, � r i ,

nd the time, t i , where i is the event identifier. These variables are

ot exclusive; AMON can also receive probability density maps of

he sky (e.g., from LIGO), or events that are integrated over an ex-

ended period of time (e.g., 1-transit events from HAWC). In addi-

ion to the events, each observatory also provides information con-

erning the distribution of their expected background(s). 

If the observatories opt to send additional information on the

vent quality, it can be added during the likelihood calculation or

y using Fisher’s method to combine different p-values, produc-

ng a χ2 value [106] . The information could be, for example, the

ignal-to-noise ratio of the event or the probability of the event to

e astrophysical. 

In the case of spatially reconstructed events, we apply spatial

e.g., �θ < 3 ◦ between events) and temporal (e.g., a time window
f 100 s) cuts to select events. We then construct a (pseudo) log-

ikelihood statistic. In general the log-likelihood has the form 

( � r o ) = 

∑ 

i 

ln S( � r i , � r o ) − ln B( � r i ) , (1) 

here � r o is the joint position of the correlated events, S( � r i , � r o )

orresponds to the probability of the signal to come from a re-

ion with similar size as the point spread function of the detec-

or, and B( � r i ) corresponds to the probability that the event arises

rom background. The latter can be a uniform value, or an aver-

ge over some period of time. For the temporal component, one

an use an open (same probability for all events) or weighted ap-

roach (functional weight with respect to the average arrival of the

vents [105] ). 

If more information is provided by the observatories an ex-

ra term is added to the log-likelihood in the form of δλ =
n (1 − p) /p , where p is a value of the quality of the event given

y each observatory or we can use Fisher’s method. 

Generally one maximizes the log-likelihood to find the joint

osition � r o . The uncertainty of this position can be determined

y combining the uncertainty information of the separate event

treams, or can be set to the uncertainty value of the most accu-

ate measurement from all of the participating observatories. 

A key parameter associated with each reported alert is the false

larm rate (FAR) of the coincidence analysis. To obtain the FAR,

atasets are scrambled to build a representative distribution of

andom coincidences. The relevant test statistitc ( λ or χ2 ) value

s then used as the statistic to rank coincidences. Collaborations

ontributing to an alert specify the maximum FAR (e.g., < 1 yr −1 )

t which an alert will be delivered to the GCN/TAN system for fur-

her distribution. More restrictive FAR thresholds may also be set

y the follow-up observatories. 

.1.1. Types of analyses 

• Archival Analyses: We searched for significant coincident sig-

nals in archival data. These studies are crucial, not only to look

for signal events in the data, but also to test and improve fu-

ture tools for real-time coincidence analyses. Three multimes-

senger channels have been explored for the archival studies.

In the γ − ν channel, we conducted coincidence analyses with

the public archival data from IceCube and Fermi -LAT observa-

tories. In the study presented in [105] , we performed several

statistics tests to understand the background and signal distri-

butions. No significant signal excess was observed. 

Another example of studies in the same multimessenger chan-

nel is the search for gamma-ray flux correlated with high-

energy neutrinos from six blazars observed by VERITAS using

public IceCube data [107] . No significant excess of neutrinos

from the pre-selected blazars was found and 90% C.L. upper

limits were set on the number of expected neutrinos from this

search. 
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Table 4 

Characteristics of different AMON alerts that are in development. The table includes the angular uncertainty of the best position, the 

latency of the alert and possible sources that can be monitored. For coincident events, the angular uncertainty is dominated by the 

instrument with better angular resolution. For pass-through streams, the containment radius is shown in parentheses. Latency is the 

estimated time taken by the observatories to process the events. IceCube-HAWC and IceCube- Fermi LAT are under collaobration review. 

The HESE and EHE streams will end in 2019 and be substituted by the IceCube “Gold” and “Bronze” streams. HAWC Burst alerts will 

start being sent in 2019. 

Channel Facilities δr �T search Latency (hours) Potential Sources 

γ − ν ANTARES- Fermi -LAT ∼0.3 ◦ 2000 sec 1–12 GRBs 

IceCube-HAWC ∼0.1 ◦ ∼ 6 hours 3–8 AGNs, GRBs 

IceCube- Fermi -LAT ∼0.3 ◦ 2000 sec 1–12 GRBs 

IceCube- Swift -BAT < 0.1 ◦ 300 sec 1-8 AGNs, GRBs TDEs, SGRs 

γ -GW LIGO/Virgo- HAWC ≤0.8 ◦ ∼ 6 hours 3–8 GRBs 

LIGO/Virgo- Fermi -LAT ∼0.3 ◦ 2000 sec 1–12 GRBs 

LIGO/Virgo- Swift -BAT < 0.1 ◦ 300 sec 1-8 GRBs TDEs, SGRs 

γ − ν-CR IceCube-HAWC-Pierre Auger ≤0.8 ◦ 2000 sec 1–12 PBHs 

Pass-through HESE-EHE IceCube <0.75 ◦ (90%) – < 1 min AGNs, GRBs 

Gold-Bronze IceCube <0.4 ◦ (90%) – < 1 min AGNs, GRBs 

HAWC Burst ≤0.8 ◦ (68%) 0.2,1,10,100 sec < 1 min GRBs 

FACT <0.1 ◦ – < 1min AGNs, GRBs TDEs, SGRs 

Auger Doublets ∼1 ◦ – � 10min AGNs, GRBs TDEs, SGRs 
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a  
• Real-time Analyses: At present, the IceCube pass-through for

HESE and EHE events are being sent to GCN and are pub-

licly available. A few real-time analysis examples are described

in [3] . Also, AMON currently receives events from several ob-

servatories. These include IceCube, HAWC, ANTARES, FACT and

Fermi . Since the coincidence analyses are still under develop-

ment, the alerts arising from those observatories are not yet

available. 

4.2. The multimessenger channels 

The coincidence analyses done in AMON are separated into dif-

ferent channels, depending on the type of messenger of each event

stream. The events are transmitted to other AMON partners or to

the public through GCN/TAN depending on the agreement with

the respective team or collaboration. AMON has created so far

the γ - ν channel, γ - ν - CR channel, GW - γ / ν channel(s) and

pass-through channels (see Table 4 ). Other characteristics and pa-

rameters of the different coincidence streams, including the radius

of the best position, latency of the alert and potential sources for

discovery are included in the table for completeness. 

4.3. Pass-through channel 

There are cases in which triggering observatories wish to dis-

tribute individual events that are near or above threshold, which

allows the observatory to make a stand-alone claim for discovery.

In these cases, AMON can serve as a conduit for propagating the

pertinent event information as an alert, enabling other observa-

tories to do timely follow-up observations. This has been imple-

mented for two IceCube streams, the HESE and EHE streams, oper-

ating since April and July of 2016, respectively. Optical, X-ray and

gamma-ray telescopes have been following these two streams. This

channel led to a series of follow-ups including the ones presented

by the AMON team at the ICRC 2017 [3] , where the Swift telescope

followed-up three HESE and one EHE events. A highly important

event in the pass-through category is the IceCube event IceCube-

170922A, which gave us the first hint of a neutrino source from a

blazar. 17 

New pass-through channels are in the planning stage. This in-

clude a new IceCube stream that focus on sending alerts to the

gamma-ray community, and a new HAWC stream, based on a

search for GRB-like events, which can also be used to send alerts to
17 The AMON GCN alerts can be found in https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn/amon _ 

hese _ events.html and https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn/amon _ ehe _ events.html . 

s  

o  

a  

S

he high-energy astrophysics community. In the near future, AMON

lso plans to include FACT alerts and Auger doublet-event alerts. 

. Current status 

At present, the accomplishments of AMON include: 

• Fast distribution of IceCube alerts of likely cosmic neutrinos to

GCN/TAN. 

• Helping catalyze multiple follow-up campaigns for likely-

cosmic neutrinos including IceCube-170922A event [4] . 

• Performing several archival searches for transient and flaring

γ − ν and ν-CR multimessenger sources. 

AMON has been distributing IceCube alerts via GCN since April

f 2016. We expect to start issuing γ − ν coincidence alerts us-

ng the combined HAWC+IceCube and Fermi -LAT+ANTARES detec-

or combinations, as well as implementing pass-through for HAWC

lerts to GCN/TAN. Currently, the total number of events that

MON receives from different observatories is on the order of

10 3 per day. 

. Summary 

The field of multimessenger astroparticle physics is growing

apidly and benefits strongly from the cooperation of observatories.

he AMON cyber-infrastructure is explicitly tailored for this impor-

ant task, enabling real-time and archival searches for multimes-

enger sources using sub-threshold events from multiple observa-

ories. AMON will distribute alerts —publicly or privately— with

inimal latency to follow-up recipients, enabling identification of

ransient astrophysical phenomena, providing the multimessenger

stronomy community with new pathways to discovery. 
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